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THE ARGUMENT 



      

 
In this talk, I change the focus of analysis from the astronomical, 

physical and mathematical pillars of Einstein’s prediction and the 

expeditions’ impact in proving general relativity theory, already 

discussed at length in the literature.  

 

I opt instead for a joint discussion of the two expeditions in order 

to show that their scientific consequences - astronomical, physical 

and mathematical – were grounded on a number of people, 

events, and decisions, which are often bypassed in standard 

narratives, and which are essential, although often invisible, to the 

success of the scientific enterprise. 

  

 

 



TO BE OR NOT TO BE.  

OBSERVING TOTALITY 





TCL: EDDN A4/2, letter to mother, June 21 and July 2, 1919 



On the morning of the eclipse Mr Carneiro [the 

owner of roça Sundy], the Curador [the man in 

charge of “imported labour”], Judge, Mr 

Wright [one of the two British black men who 

worked at the cable station], three Doctors 

came over. Just as they arrived a tremendous 

rain-storm came on, the heaviest we have seen. 

It was most unusual at that time of the year; but 

it was favourable for the eclipse as it helped to 

clear the sky. The rain stopped about no[o]n 

(the eclipse was at 2∙15). There were a few 

gleams of sunshine after the rain, but it soon 

clouded over again.  

TCL: EDDN A4/2, letter to mother, 
June 21 and July 2, 1919, italics mine  



About 1∙30 when the partial phase was 

well advanced, we began to get glimpses 

of the sun, at 1∙55 we could see the 

crescent (through cloud) almost 

continuously, and there were large patches 

of clear sky appearing. We had to carry out 

our programme of photographs in faith. I 

did not see the eclipse, being too busy 

changing plates, except for one glance to 

make sure it had begun, and another half-

way through to see how much cloud there 

was.  

TCL: EDDN A4/2, letter to mother, June 21 and July 2, 1919, italics mine  



We took 16 photographs (of which 4 are 

not yet developed). They are all good 

pictures of the sun, showing a very 

remarkable prominence; but the cloud has 

interfered very much with the star-images. 

The first 10 photographs show practically 

no stars. The last 6 show a few images 

which I hope will give us what we need; 

but it is very disappointing. Everything 

shows that our arrangements were quite 

satisfactory, and with a little clearer 

weather we should have got splendid 

results. Ten minutes after the eclipse the 

sky was beautifully clear, but it soon 

clouded again. 
TCL: EDDN A4/2, letter to mother, June 21 and July 2, 1919, italics mine  



We developed the photographs 2 each 

night for 6 nights after the eclipse, and I 

spent the whole day measuring. The 

cloudy weather upset my plans and I had 

to treat the measures in a different way 

from what I had intended; consequently I 

have not been able to make any 

preliminary announcements of the result. 

But the one good plate that I measured 

gave a result agreeing with Einstein and I 

think I have got a little confirmation from a 

second plate.  

TCL:	EDDN	A4/2,	letter	to	mother,	June	21	and	July	2,	1919,	italics	mine		

TCL: EDDN A4/2, letter to mother, June 21 and July 2, 1919, italics mine  













Crossing different kinds of sources, it 
becomes clear that both in roça Sundy, 
Príncipe and in Sobral, Brazil, expeditioners 
observed totality in the company of other 
participants, some of whom held 
prominent functions. Thus, despite their 
“invisibility”, two types of local actors 
participated directly in the experiments, in 
Sobral as in Príncipe: the workers who 
provided the manpower to transport 
equipment, to build supports for the 
instruments or protective structures of the 
whole apparatus and also the members of 
the local elite who participated in the 
observations of totality or offered them the 
materials - clay pots or ice - necessary for 
the success of revelation of plates.  



Finally, these local actors were joined by 
national astronomers and colonial 
authorities and individuals who, in both 
cases, ensured the success of the travels as 
well as their stop in Lisbon and Funchal, 
Madeira, where Eddington and 
Cottingham stayed for 26 days, and finally 
their stay and work in Sobral and in 
Príncipe. 



TO DEPICT OR NOT TO DEPICT.  
WHEN VISUAL RECORDS MATTER 







Brazilian team with British and American team members 



Brazilian team with family and with British and American team members 



Members of Brazilian team  
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Newspapers’ coverage of the 1919 eclipse, with 
many news from Brazilian newspapers 



BRAZIL’S PRESENCE. 
PORTUGAL’S ABSENCE 









PT/MUL/OAL/C/240, Correspondence from Eddington 
to direction of OAL (mostly addressed to F.T. Oom), 

letter 11 November 1918. 



PT/MUL/OAL/C/240, Correspondence from Eddington , Letter 
Eddington to Oom, 4 May 1919 



PT/MUL/OAL/C/240, Correspondence letter Eddington to 
Oom, 3 August 1919 
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